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Solar grain drying systems
By LAUREL SCHAEFFER

Staff Correspondent
LEESPORT - “Heat does

not dry grain!” stated Ike
Steinhauer of Bernville. It’s
the relative humidity
coupled with the tem-
perature that most
significantly affects the
costs and time required in
grain drying, herelated.

Steinhauer was one of
several speakers addressing
a group of approximately 50
area farmers interested

solar grain drying system
for his own use and related
his findings to the interested
gathering of farmers. Mc-
Curdy

‘

discussed and
evaluated the various ways
solar energy has been ap-
plied to a grain drying
system, and Martin related
some of his practical ex-
periences with using solar
energy in grain drying
systems and presented
slides of several systems in
use.

energy in high speed-high
temperature grain drying. A
collector the size of an acre
would be needed for even a
moderately sizes system, he
said. This would be very
expensive and a back-up
source of heat or energy
storage facility would be
needed.

exhibited a chart showing
various time intervals com
can be stored when it is at
certain moisture levels and
temperatures. At fifty
degrees Fahrenheit, for
example, com at 22 per cent
moisture can only be stored
about 30 days before mold
could be expected to start
growing, but at 15 per cent
moisture the com could be
safely stored for 492 days
before there was any sign of
mold.

However, solar energy
grain drying can be fitted
into an in-storage drying
system. Here, air flow is the
key to the drying process.
Low temperatures are
maintained and the grain is
either dried in layers, or m
full bins over a longerperiod
of time, usually 4 to 10
weeks.

enough to brave the
torrential rains of January
24th to attend a meeting on
solar grain drying. The
meeting, sponsored by the
ASC committee and
Cooperative Extension
Service of Berks County,
featured Joseph McCurdy,
agricultural engineering
specialist, Penn State
University; Ivan Z. Martin,
representative of Martin
Distributors, Lebanon; and

All men agreed that using
this method to drv grain is
the most aim no one
should attempt itunless they
know what they are doing.
Martin alsomentioned that a
back-up system should also
be available to anyone at-
tempting to use. solar
energy. “When you need the
solar energy the most is
when the system is working
the least ef-
ficiently,” explained Stem-

In this type of system
McCurdy advised the use of 1
cubic foot of air movement

Safe storage time has to be
watched carefully with this
type of system however,
cautioned McCurdy as he
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Steinhauer had in- various ways grain is dried,
vestigated the costs and McCurdy immediately
practicality of setting up a eliminated the use of solar

hogs that look
healthy can lose
more money than
one like this:

The respiratory complex is a major cause of “hidden” disease losses.
Hogs may appear healthy, but many can be fighting off disease and
losing efficiency.

44x90 foot BANK BARN
York County

Pneumonia is a key factor in the respiratory disease complex. But it’s
often brought on by atrophic rhinitis. Atrophic rhinitis is an infection
in the hog’s snout. By damagingthe air passageway which normal-
ly filters out dust and bacteria atrophic rhinitis opens the doorfor
pneumonia.

Tylan® Plus Sulfa is the only feed additive cleared for both atrophic
rhinitis and pneumonia. It has proved its ability*© treat pneumonia,
and to maintain weight gams and feed efficiency in the presence of
atrophic rhinitis. That’s why we recommend it Fully guaranteed,

the perfect shape and
accurate size of. every
Rigidply Laminated Rafter
results in a stronger
structure and a better
looking building in which
you can take much pide
for many years to come

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE YOUR
FEED SUPPLIER SERVICED BY

NEW HOLLAND SUPPLY CO.
'
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evaluated
per minute for every bushel
of corn at 20 per cent
moisture. But accompanied
with a small amount of heat,
which could be derived from
a solar "energy system, the
natural air flow could be
reduced by 10to 15per cent.

A solar grain drying
system of this nature where
low temperature rises are
used would only require
simple inexpensive
collectors. The grain would
supply the energy storage
for nights and cloudy days,
McCurdy said.

Three types of solar

energy collectors were
described aqd shown from
slides by the Penn State
specialist. They mcludedf
collectors built onto two-'
thirds or three-fourths of the
bin sides, leaving the north
side empty since the sun
would not reach collectors
there.

Placing collectors on the
roofs of adjacent buildingsx

such as a poultry house ormachine shed and using the
attic space asa collector was
another method discussed.
Here, the air from the attic is

(turn to Page 112)

Let’s talk about
how you can
gain weight.

That s right gam weight Not ' hopper and send you to the
around your mid-section, but bank with more weight in your
in your pocket We re talking pocket Let s gefdown to some
about growing heavier-yielding heavyweight talk right now
corn The hybrids that can do
that are Funk S G-HybriO the Funks is a bund name
family Of hybrids that have Numbers tdenMy vanet.es

produced Bof the nation SlO I rue limitation ol warranty
, i ...... IHS I and remedy on the tag300-bushel yields Its this !■ rj| aM| attached to each baf ol .

heavy yield potential, plus a^paVoMhe terms “"’sale
vigorous emergence tough W:a< Ilwe °!
standing and fast dry down , , .... .

that put more weight m your Ihe world yield leader.

HOFFMAN SEEDS, INC.
Landisville, PA 17538

When strength,
economical space

and beauty
are combined ...

With Rigidply Laminated Rafters you get
a lot more than a quality farm building.
First, all of your inside space is useful,
with a clear span from floor to ridge
Second, you have maximum resistance to
wind and snow because laminated rafters
are far stronger than the wood itself
Third, the attractive arches provide all
of the roof support, while providing you
with complete freedom for a more efficient
interior designed to your very own needs

Rigidply Rafters, Inc.
Telephone- (717) 866-6581

P.O BOX 189 A - RICHLAND RD 1. PA. 17087

(301) 334-3977 OAKLAND RD 2, MO. 21550


